Notice of Committee Meeting

Committee on Transportation, Highways and Public Works

Will meet at: 9:30 A.M. Date: April 25, 2006

Location: Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HB 240  GREENE  MOTOR VEHICLES Provides relative to the operation of motor vehicles during a funeral procession

HB 299  DANIEL  HIGHWAYS Provides relative to the Louisiana Transportation Authority and creates the Transportation Mobility Fund

HB 450  PITRE  PROPERTY/RIGHTS (Constitutional Amendment) Provides relative to compensation for property taken for levees

HB 451  PITRE  PROPERTY/RIGHTS Provides relative to compensation for property taken for levees

HB 694  SMILEY  MTR VEHICLE/VIOLATIONS Provides penalties for operators of motor vehicles cited for failure to yield the right-of-way

HB 888  POWELL, T.  INSURANCE Restricts contractual insurance policy limits on leased automobiles

HB 918  ST. GERMAIN  MTR VEHICLE/LICEN PLATES Provides for the creation of the Louisiana largemouth bass prestige license plate and for deposit of funds to the largemouth bass account in the Conservation Fund

HB 934  QUEZAIRE  INSURANCE/AUTOMOBILE Natural disaster exception to insurance cancellation

HB 971  QUEZAIRE  MOTOR CARRIERS Authorizes the secretary of the Department of Public Safety and Corrections to enter into the Unified Carrier Registration Agreement under certain circumstances

HB 984  BEARD  INSURANCE/LIABILITY Exempts motor homes from the compulsory motor vehicle liability laws

HB 998  BEARD (TBA)  PUBLIC CONTRACT/BIDS Prohibits certain parties from packaging products contained in bid specifications (SUBJECT TO RULES SUSPENSION)

HB 1013  ERDEY  MTR VEHICLE/DRIVER LIC Prohibits certain drivers from operating a motor vehicle while using a cellular telephone

HB 1033  QUEZAIRE  MTR VEHICLE/REGISTRATION Provides relative to driver's license requirements, motor vehicle registrations and certificates of title

HB 1152  PITRE  LEVEES/SOUTH LAFOURCHE Provides relative to bond authority of the South Lafourche Levee District

HB 1175  SALTER (TBA)  MTR VEHICLE/REGISTRATION Increases the fee for issuance of temporary permits authorizing the operation of certain trucks on Louisiana highways (SUBJECT TO RULES SUSPENSION)
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Chairman